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Background

Results

Empirical Strategy

• Marketing Contracts: specify the quantity and quality of the
designated crop, and set a predetermined price for the crop. Integrators share price risks with farmers.
• Yield insurance, e.g., Actual Production History (APH) insurance. Aim to help farmers managing their financial risk.
• From farmer’s perspective, contract farming and crop insurance
can be substitutes as they are both risk management tools.
• Just et al. (1999) showed that farmers are mostly interested in
getting the subsidy effect of the insurance program.

We use a 2SLS model:
0
M Pcst = β Iˆcst + Xcst
γ + ust + cst
0
Icst = IVcst δ + Xcst
η + vst + ecst

(6)
(7)

- M P is the value of peanut production under marketing contract.
- I is the expenditure on crop insurance, which is generated by
calculating the difference of total premium and subsidy.
- IV denotes the instrumental variables.
- X is a set of control variables.
- cst denotes the county c, state s, and time t.
- ust and vst are state by year fixed effects.

Model
Our theoretical model combines the contract design framework of
Ligon (2003) and the crop insurance model of Babcock and Hennessy
(1996). Integrator’s problem is to maximize the expected profit:
Z qM
max
[pq − w(q)]f (q|a)dq.
(1)
a,b,{w(q)}

• We want to test whether β is significantly positive or negative.

Data

0

where the participation constraint is that the expected utility of the
contracted farmer must be greater than or equal to some reserved utility level U . The expected utility of the farmer can be written as:
Z
EU =

bq̄

Z

qM

U (π1 )f (q|a)dq +
0

U (π2 )f (q|a)dq,

(2)

bq̄

• We merge the data by county × year id.

The participation constraint can be written as:
EU (a, b) ≥ U .

(3)

We assume that the contractor gives recommendation to the farmers
on a, b that are incentive compatible. Then the IC constraints are:
a, b ∈ argmaxEU (a, b),

(4)

Propositions
Proposition 1 Let w∗ (q) denote the payment schedule without crop insurance. Then under crop insurance, the new payment schedule w∗∗ (q) pays
more than w∗ (q) for realized q that are higher than insured level bq̄; and
pays less than w∗ (q) for realized q that are less than insured level, i.e.,
[w∗∗ (q) − w∗ (q)](q − bq̄) > 0, ∀q ∈ [0, qM ].

(5)

Proposition 2 Under the assumption that farmers’ utility functions are
Constant Absolute Risk Aversion (CARA), then as crop insurance becomes
more expensive, the payment schedule w(q) is lower for all q ∈ [0, qM ].

• We use PEANUT as the target crop, because marketing contract is widely used and yield insurance (APH) is available for
peanut.

Identification
• We consider two instrumenting strategies: using the weather
variables as IVs and using lagged crop insurance subsidy as IV.

Conclusion
• Considering both weather IV and lagged insurance subsidy IV,
results consistently report a positive impact of insurance purchase on value of production under marketing contracts.
• The results are consistent with our theoretic predictions.

• We control the state by year fixed effects and cluster the standard error by state.

• The significant causal effect for peanut is robust under falsification test and can be extended to corn growers.

• The local average treatment effect (LATE) can be identified if
the variation in the instrumental variables within a state and a
given year is as good as random.

• Both our theoretic and empirical results suggest that crop insurance and contracting could be complementary tools for farmers.
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